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Tethered balloon of the Genio Militare aerostatic section, Basilica di Massenzio, Rome, early 1900s (from web)
Mirador on the Carr Panamericana Sur, Lines of Nazca, Perù (from web)
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RECONSTRUCTING
The recomposition of the image and the precise arrangement
of forms in a space are antinomian attitudes that underlie an
act of reconstruction. Although distant in time, anastylosis and
the restitution of the character of a place through the citation
of volumes, paths, points of view find a common matrix in the
preservation of memory.
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ESSAY EDITORIAL

WRITING ON ARCHITECTURE
Dimmi: perché giacendo
A bell'agio, ozioso,
S'appaga ogni animale;
Me, s'io giaccio in riposo, il tedio assale?
Giacomo Leopardi1

The Journal Architectural Design and History is the official magazine of the
UNESCO Chair in Architectural Preservation and Planning in World Heritage
Cities I'm directing at the Mantua Campus of Politecnico di Milano.
Here, in the UNESCO site of Mantova and Sabbioneta, the “sense of history”
has a specific characterization and becomes a design teaching and research
method within a polytechnical culture. 
About our roots, Camillo Boito (1836-1914), founder of the architectural section
of Politecnico, was engaged in writing L’Architettura del Medio Evo in Italia, to
introduce a “style” to be adopted in Italian architecture, soon after the
national unity.

But the golden season of the Politecnico School of Architecture is the period in
between the Fifties and the Sixties of 20  century, when Ernesto Nathan
Rogers (1909-1969), professor at Politecnico and an associate of BBPR group, is
the beginner of a true “pedagogical revolution”, based on an interpretation of
history of architecture in relation to design work. 

th

His tracks have been porsued by his followers: Vittorio Gregotti (1927-2020),
Aldo Rossi (1931-1997), Guido Canella (1931-2009), Antonio Monestiroli (1940-
2019), protagonists of the third generation of the School of Milano.
The architectural magazine Casabella-continuità, edited by Rogers between
1953 and 1965, is the instrument through which was accomplished this close
link between history and design work, practiced inside Politecnico.
Rogers’ history is an “operational history”, since he invites his students to
study Van de Velde, Loos, German Expressionism, Amsterdam school, and
afterwards he reflects his pioneering studies in the affirmation of a critical
“continuity” with the Modern Movement. The “sense of history” is for Rogers
not only the key to study the Modern Masters, but also a method to confront
oneself with the new reality in life.

In the introduction of his lectures, in the academic year 1964-’65, Rogers
stated that “history is permanent evolution: history is men’s life in their
conscious intuition, in their use of life, thus in their values. Architecture
represents their use and practice of life, their customs, in a specific and totally
extrinsic way, that is expressed and declared. Should there be an art where it
is impossible to lie and simulate or deceive in a conceptual sense, this is
architecture; and we can say that history expresses itself graphologically,
according to its intimate entity and without a chance to escape”. But studying
history implies, for Rogers, also a political act against the Fascist regime
crimes to launch the democratic path of the Italian post-war architecture. 
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Tethered balloon of the Genio Militare aerostatic section, Basilica di Massenzio, Rome, early 1900s (from web)
Mirador on the Carr Panamericana Sur, Lines of Nazca, Perù (from web)
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RECONSTRUCTING
The recomposition of the image and the precise arrangement
of forms in a space are antinomian attitudes that underlie an
act of reconstruction. Although distant in time, anastylosis and
the restitution of the character of a place through the citation
of volumes, paths, points of view find a common matrix in the
preservation of memory.
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Side façade of the Cathedral Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Siracusa (© Silvia Sgariglia)
Side façade of St. Dimitrios Loumbardiaris Church, restoration project by Dimitris Pikionis, Athens, (© Annalucia D’Erchia)
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SURVEYING
Instruments of observation and scientific research become
means of knowledge, of understanding, of surveying and of
measuring historical and territorial heritage. It is precisely the
perspective from above, from a mirador or a braked balloon,
that allows this privileged view: an elevated vantage point,
completely unprecedented, and conquered through design
innovations in the field of technology.
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AROUND THE MEANING OF THE
PROJECT DIPTYCHS AS
ASSONANCES, DIVERGENCES
AND OVERLAPS
Edited by Annalucia D'Erchia (Università degli Studi di Bari),
Beatrice Moretti (Università di Genova) and Claudia Tinazzi
(Politecnico di Milano)

Imagining the meaning of the word “project” makes us move
today over a multifaceted territory that is not always linear
and in part still to be explored. Giving shape to the virtuous
relationship between the notions of Heritage City and Project,
allows us to embrace, with growing awareness, an
increasingly tangible emergence of a complex
multidisciplinary palimpsest capable of opening horizons
more than closing possibilities, of superimposing points of
view more than reinforcing certainties, of perceiving
assonances as well as underlining distances and divergences.
Set up in a sequence, dual visions translate a virtuous path
that, from the city to architecture, returns back to the city, to
its measure, to its authentic value in the overlapping of signs.

9

PORTRAYING
The photographer's gaze makes it possible to read the
historical city and recognize, through the choice of precise
points of view, its deepest values. The photographic project
becomes a tool that unambiguously represent portray the
identity that each city possesses.

10

Gabriele Basilico, Beirut, 1994 (© Archivio Basilico)
Luca Capuano, Refugee Heritage, 2017 (© Luca Capuano)
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The remains of the great Roman villa, Centocelle airport, Roma, 1953 (from web)
Cropmarks at a protohistoric site at Grezac, France, (from web)
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GAE AULENTI: THE FUNCTION
OF HISTORY
Edited by Elisa Boeri (Politecnico di Milano) and Francesca Giudetti
(Politecnico di Milano)

Born in 1927 in Palazzolo dello Stella, a small town in Friuli-Venezia
Giulia region, Gaetana Emilia Aulenti had a career filled with great projects
and awards: she was a talented architect capable of working at all scales of
design, as well as experimenting extensively, especially in her early years.
However, historians and scholars have particularly carried out research
on three aspects of Gae Aulenti’s career: the main designed
museums, renovations, and furniture design2. The text reported and
annotated here for the “From the Archive” column of the Journal of
Architectural Design and History (jADH) represents another step in the
advancement of the rather recent studies of the architect's cultural
production. 
These thoughts, handwritten by Aulenti, are contained within an unpublished
agenda of the architect, covered in brown leather and dated 1973. The
document is part of a series of personal diaries, stored at the Aulenti Archives
in Milan, located inside the house designed and inhabited by Gae Aulenti from
1974 until her death in 2012. The home-studio hosts evidence produced in the
drafting of design, architecture, urban planning, and theatre set design
projects (graphs, papers, and various documents), but also some interesting
papers about the preparation of writings and conferences, published and
unpublished articles and interviews3.  
The text, provided below in its original Italian version as well as in its English
translation, is a reflection by architect Aulenti on the state of the art of society
and design in Italy in the early 1970s. In the first pages of this agenda, in fact,
Aulenti focuses on describing a sort of pyramid structure at the top of which
are the institutions, then followed by what she calls «contingenze storiche
modificabili ed in continuo spostamento»4 and that specifically characterize
the phenomenon of design. In the small text, the architect addresses
three macro-themes: the definition of history and the underlying emotions
inhabiting it, the importance of the individual – the architect - in the
development of projects, and the difference between teaching and discipline. 
The last topic in particular calls to mind the interests and cultural directions
well outlined by the one master Aulenti will acknowledge in his life: Ernesto
Nathan Rogers (1909-1969)5. Rogers, who has always been concerned with the
intertwining of architecture and education, is also echoed here in references
to the importance of “Environmental Pre-existences”6 in the design field. A
beloved subject to Aulenti7, who dealt with it especially in the early years of
her career, first through her participation in Casabella magazine, directed by
Rogers, and then again in the classrooms of the Politecnico. As a matter of fact,
in 1965 Gae Aulenti is appointed as teaching assistant on Ernesto Nathan
Rogers class at the Faculty of Architecture of the Politecnico di Milano, titled 
Elementi di composizione8.
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“From him – Aulenti wrote in 2009 – we received the fundamental lesson of
being intellectuals first and architects afterwards”9. At the end,
as Aulenti’s text outlined very well: “Art and culture are an important
combination in respect of places and communities”10.  

ITALIAN TEXT (ORIGINAL)
Si deve avere il sospetto che ci sia regolarmente, nella società, una sorta di
dislivello tra i discorsi, gli atti, il fare, il progettare mediante scambi di ogni
sorta . La cronaca si genera con il trascorrere dei giorni e si sviluppa con l’atto11

stesso del suo farsi, per mezzo dei progetti che sono all’origine di un certo
numero di atti nuovi, di elementi che li riprendono, li trasformano o
 deformano. Questi ultimi sono i progetti che, al di là della loro formulazione,
restano espressi e sono ancora da esprimere (storia).  
A partire dalle cose, dai sentimenti, dai pensieri, c’è la necessità di ricostruire
un pensiero che sia assolutamente nuovo e innocente, in piena freschezza. 
Questo dislivello non c’è sempre, cioè non c’è sempre il progetto fondamentale
e creatore, ed allo stesso tempo ci sono progetti che ripetono, commentano.
Anzi, a tal proposito, spesso i commenti vengono ad occupare le prime
posizioni. Ma la funzione della storia resta ed è continuamente rimessa in
gioco, esprimendo questa necessità con utopie, gioco, o sentimenti di
angoscia.  

Utopia: Pensiero di un futuro possibile 
Gioco: critica e racconto di un progetto che non esiste 
Angoscia: il sapere che non sarà possibile. 
 
Sarebbe assurdo negare l’esistenza dell’individuo che inventa perché esso
parla di oggetti, mette in opera metodi, si pone in un orizzonte teorico che può
essere estraneo al presente in cui opera. Strumenti concettuali e fondamenti
teorici nuovi che vengono richiesti dalla necessità di nuovi oggetti.  La
disciplina è un principio di controllo in quanto è definita da un campo di
oggetti, un insieme di metodi, da un insieme di proposizioni considerate come
vere, da un gioco di regole e di definizioni di tecniche e di strumenti.  
L’insegnamento, invece, si serve della disciplina ed è un sistema che ritualizza
i comportamenti, riconduce alle qualificazioni e porta alla assegnazione di
ruoli; è un sistema che guida a costituire gruppi dottrinali, distribuisce il
potere della conoscenza e non la conoscenza.  
Ma ogni disciplina, a sua volta, riconosce proposizioni vere e proposizioni
false. Meglio che non ci sia la scuola di design in Italia.  
 
L’involucro esterno di una scienza è molto più popolato di quanto non si creda
di esperienze immediate, di temi immaginari che propongono creativamente
al di fuori della memoria, e la possibilità di errore è ridottissima; mentre una
disciplina propone l’errore in quanto generato da una pratica definita. Una
disciplina è un principio di controllo di una produzione: è una permanente
attuazione di regole. 
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the Andean region of South America have traditionally been approached as
discontinuous processes, despite the fact that a significant number of Inka
institutions and infrastructures were recorded as remaining in place after
their appropriation by the Spaniards . The Inka empire flourished in the city
of Cuzco -present day Peru-, covering an area that went from the southern tip
of Colombia to central Chile, over a period of a little over a century. The
striking speed of this process can be explained, according to classic Andean
scholarship, due to a skilful diplomatic apparatus based on the pan-Andean
principle of ‘reciprocity’ and macroscale territorial planning , drawing on
earlier Andean governmental and technological achievements . Altogether,
this tradition sets its own epistemological framework.

13

14 15
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Also relevant for the understanding of the pre-Hispanic Andean world is the
relationship established between the built environment with the surrounding
geography. In this sense, the symbolic construction of landscapes, and the
spatio-temporal representation of their sacred orders, adds ontological
complexity to the understanding of the scale and constitution of urban
centres. At the core of this order is the structuring of the empire according to
radial quadrants, represented by virtual sight lines projected from the capital
Cusco onto sacralised geographic markers, distributed around the four
regions of the empire -suyus-. Known as the ceques system, these orographic
relations were the basis of the spatio-temporal organisation of the
Tawantinsuyu, articulating the cosmological, political, economic and social
structure of the Inka Empire . Described by archaeologist John Hyslop as an
administrative instrument, the “the spatial patterning of the ceque system
also influenced architectural planning in other Inka settlements” . A ceque
system has been described for the Inka administrative centre of Santiago
(figure 1), placing at its centre the ceremonial square of the settlement, later
turned into the main square of the Spanish colonial city . Therefore today, as
if facing the body of an ancient human, when standing on this square we shall
find ourselves at a crossroads, an experience described by Lynch as the shock
of a ‘short circuit of time’ , a space where indigenous and spanish
temporalities converge.

17
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Acknowledging the possibilities of human experience as a doorway into the
past of built environments, archaeologist Christopher Tilley aims -from a
phenomenological perspective- at understanding the dialectical bond
established between people and place, giving this interaction “rise to a feeling
of belonging and rootedness and a familiarity” which, in turn, “is not born just
out of knowledge, but of concern that provides ontological security” . As such,
familiarity and security shall provide the foundations for identification with
the place; an environment known and acknowledged both in constitution and
essence. Architecture historian Carmen Popescu deals with identification
with the built environment, underscoring an intimate link between identity
and architecture. In her view, identity emerges as a result of a system of
references established by the notions of physical space and historical time,
where architecture operates both as an instrument and vehicle of identity;
that is a mechanism, not a reflection . In this sense, architect Aldo Rossi
expands on the link between architecture and time, placing its interest on the
historical condition of the city. In his words, "with time, the city grows upon
itself; it acquires a consciousness and memory. In the course of its
construction, its original themes persist, but at the same time it modifies and
renders these themes of its own development more specific" .
However, time alone does not explain the evolution of a given space, as human
will and its representational capacities must also be taken into consideration.
In this sense, the aesthetics and necessity forging the architectural project as
an urban fact are then again a matter of a specific ontological framework and
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epistemological tradition, lending a particular character to the inception of an
European city in a Andean colonial outpost.

THE OLD PAST
As a representation of an ideal, the Spanish colonial city portrayed according
to Salcedo “a model of cosmic order in which the indigenous world, as pagan,
was considered as the primordial chaos" . The city, thus understood as a
source of order, played a predominant role in relation to the exercise of power
and cultural imposition. The Spanish founding of Santiago was a process
centred around one key urban element: the main square. Architect and
historian Gabriel Guarda O.S.B. delves in the importance of the main square
for Spanish colonial town planning, as it "constituted the heart of political life
- in the sense of polis - and the nerve centre of civic activity”, centred around
it, the city would find its most emblematic buildings, “starting with the main
church, and continuing with the seat of the bishops or rectors of the main
churches, governors and the town council, or, as in Santiago, the Royal
Audience" , projecting sense and order onto the conquered territories and
peoples. Guarda dissects the symbolism underlying the urban fabric of
colonial Santiago, "from the grid layout, which determines two axes oriented
towards the cardinal points”, inherited from ancient Rome, “the city presents
a plan marked by the Cross of the Redemption. As if that were not enough (...)
the islands or ‘blocks’ are divided into four plots by another cross", an urban
statement of joint military and religious endeavour (Figure 2). As such,
Spanish colonial cities were indeed statements of power. For Popescu, the
interaction between ideology and aesthetics directly affects the construction
of identities , raising awareness of the rhetorical value of the city. Thus, by
questioning the fundamentals of its spaciality and history, the urban identity
of Santiago comes into question.

24
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Figure 2 .Schematic representation of the Santiago area during early Spanish colonial times
Source: Image by the author
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Typologically heir to the Roman military camps, the Spanish colonial city is
characterised by the abstract orthogonality and regularity of its layout.
Following this line of thinking, historian Alan Durston highlighted how, by
means of its abstract spatial disposition, the colonial city "represents an
intentionality of change and domination”, a persuasive and rhetorical function
aimed at modifying the lives and thinking of its inhabitants . Along with
offering practical advantages, the model colonial city was implemented as an
instant colonising device , conceived to establish and reproduce a new ideal
cultural order and identity. In this sense, it is necessary to highlight the
historic framework under which Spain embarked in the colonisation of
America. According to historian Isabel Cruz de Amenábar, unlike other
European powers that found themselves transitioning into a Renaissance
mindset, "Spain preserved during this period”, that is, the XVI and XVII
centuries, “the theocentric ideals of the Middle Ages and their subsequent
translation into everyday life”, becoming both repository and champion of
Catholic religious ideals . The idea of inscribing Spanish colonial cities within
a mediaeval cultural framework is shared by many historians . According to
this tradition, the process of the founding of a colonial city was dominated by
religious ceremonial symbols and practices, imposing a sacred character onto
the city as a whole, a view that is, according to Durston, “supported by the
founding acts that tend to emphasise the religious nature of the foundation
and also the importance of the layout in the ritual" , an urban space seeded by
an ideal of cosmological order. 
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In the Andean context, the transition from Inka to Spanish domination reveals
shared spatial strategies and operations, both seeking to impose structure and
order. From this perspective, the symbolic value of pre-existences deemed as
relevant becomes a capital for conquest. Tilley highlights the role of memory
in the social and individual temporality of a place, where both the past and the
spaces “are crucially constitutive of their presents” , key to influence the way
in which cultures and subjects project and understand themselves in the
environment they inhabit. In this sense, for Wernke, "colonial projects that
aim to erase and replace autochthonous practices must resonate with
autochthonous analogues" (Wernke, 2013, p. 7), this is because, according to
Tilley, “neither space nor time can be understood apart from social practices
which serve to bind them together” , therefore, present places will always
resonate with the past experiences. From a more contemporary urban
perspective, Lynch adds to the dialogue by commenting on the loss of of
historical environment and its effects on the experience of a city, where “the
past is known, familiar, a possession in which we may feel secure” . As
previously discussed, identity depends on both time and space. Together,
these coordinates "determine the way in which tradition is conceptualised:
the dynamics of temporality engenders its substance and the spatial
boundaries determine its addressee" (Popescu, 2006, p. 193). The discovery of
urban spaces transcending the colonial historic divide is bound to lead to a
debate regarding the characteristics and boundaries of the past. In this
regard, a genealogical approach opens the possibility to integrate converging
temporalities, as well as diverse epistemologies and ontologies, providing new
alternatives for a more comprehensive study of Andean colonial cities. 
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AN UPDATED GENEALOGY
Three decades ago, historian and ethnographer Eduardo Kingman Garcés
reflected on the use of the term ‘Andean’, championed in the social sciences as
synonymous to indigenous. The author proposed that, instead of this
ahistorical use of the term, it should be viewed as a process rather than a
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SUPERIMPOSING
The comparison with the buildings that constitute the historic
city admits both the possibility of integrating portions of the
old into the architectural design of the new, and the attempt to
compose fragmented histories in a renewed order. Planar or
superimposed, it is a rewriting that sees in the coexistence of
diachronic projects its deepest quality, without hiding it but
enhancing it.
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Tethered balloon of the Genio Militare aerostatic section, Basilica di Massenzio, Rome, early 1900s (from web)
Mirador on the Carr Panamericana Sur, Lines of Nazca, Perù (from web)
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RECONSTRUCTING
The recomposition of the image and the precise arrangement
of forms in a space are antinomian attitudes that underlie an
act of reconstruction. Although distant in time, anastylosis and
the restitution of the character of a place through the citation
of volumes, paths, points of view find a common matrix in the
preservation of memory.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION
Despite the availability and abundance of information, the gap between
thoughts and facts, between the act of designing and that of building, is still
tangible in today’s society. The roots of this chronicle mainly start from the
subjectivity and uncertainty nature of most projects, which evolve over time
and can develop along different paths. Delays are common in project design, as
new acts or elements may arise from unexpected sources and may deform the
initial plan. By definition, history has the ability to track these changes, and
make them an important component of the master project itself. In other
words, history is the linear sequence of such (sub-) projects12. Starting from
things, from feelings, from thoughts, there is a need to reconstruct a notion
 that is absolutely new and innocent, in full freshness. The imbalance I
mentioned earlier is not always there. In fact, occasionally, a master project
does not even exist in the first place. In these cases, the work-in-progress
comments, written thoughts, or annotations do build the project on an
ongoing fashion. They come in the form of commentaries. 

In this sense, they take a crucial role as they become historical records.
Nevertheless, the function of history remains the same. The exposure to
fragmented information and the continuous willingness to incorporate new
facts make history an expression of utopia, a game full of anguishing feelings. 

Utopia: can be defined, in this sense, as the thought of a possible future.  
Play: expresses the critique and narrative of a project that does not exist.  
Anguish: presupposes the knowledge of something that will probably not
happen or that is impossible to happen13. 

It would be inaccurate to deny the existence of the individual who invents
because she speaks of objects, puts methods into operation, and sets herself in
a theoretical horizon that may even be extremely different with respect to the
present in which she operates. The presence of newly created objects and
projects concerns the use of new conceptual tools and theoretical foundations
14.  
A research field is a controlling principle that is determined by a field of
objects, a set of methods, and a set of propositions that are based on previous
studies. Moreover, there are specific rules and appropriate definitions of
techniques and tools that have to be used within a certain space.  
Teaching, on the other hand, uses discipline (these fields) to ritualize
behavior, and resort to qualifications. It leads to the assignment of roles. The
structure of teaching is a system that leads to the establishment of doctrinal
groups, distributes the power of knowledge rather than knowledge for its own
sake.  
Each discipline, in turn, recognizes true and false propositions. Better that
there is no design school in Italy15. A discipline is a principle of production
control: it is a permanent implementation of rules and sees the possible
presence of errors.  

The external surface of a science is much more populated than one would
think with imaginary issues that suggest creative acts outside of memory, and
the possibility of error is very small. A discipline, on the other hand, reiterates
mistake as generated by a defined practice. A discipline is a controlling
principle of a production: it is a permanent implementation of rules. 
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condition; the result of a common trajectory by which an identity linked to
indigenous roots is forged . Later, the author penned the term ‘andean city’:
cities that, as Santiago, share a common past of colonisation and the presence
of European, mestizo and indigenous Andean populations , containing in
their urban space the epistemological-ontological dispute between the
Indigenous and Hispanic worlds. Since the dawn of Spanish colonial times,
Christianity recognised a radical difference between Europeans and
Indigenous populations, dividing them into two 'republics'; one of the natives
and the other of the Spaniards . Within Spanish colonial thought, America
was conceived as a refounding project of a primitive continent. In this sense,
the concept of ‘allochronism’ is proposed by anthropologist Johannes Fabian
as a critical tool to define denial of synchrony or contemporaneity, accounting
for the arbitrary differentiation between European and indigenous
temporalities, by which the former is presented as modern or contemporary
and the latter is relegated to the past . The Andean city, thus, becomes an
epistemological lens through which this allochrony can be represented,
observed and discussed, putting into perspective the relation between pasts
and present.
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Figure 3. Historic centre of Santiago today
Source: Google Earth

It is in this idea of allochronism that genealogy emerges as a suggestive
theoretical tool for the study of Andean cities. According to Foucault,
genealogical studies offer a critical alternative for reviewing historic
processes, that is, a way of studying how they develop without aspiring to the
definition of an origin . The philosopher bases his idea of genealogy on
Nietzsche's reaction to the idealisation of ‘origin’ as a state of unreal
perfection. Genealogy, on the other hand, registers the singularity of facts
beyond finality; it does not establish continuities in evolutionary lines, but
finds the accidents and dispersions that give character to certain processes or
results. According to Foucault, “what is found at the historical beginning of
things is not the inviolable identity of their origin”, but rather, “it is the
dissension of other things. It is disparity” . In this sense, the present, a
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cultural construct, would not be the most recent state of a linear singular
process, but the sum of a number of parallel temporalities and, therefore,
narratives. Foucault recognises in Nietzsche that the destruction of a myth of
origin also affects the ideal pursued in the narrative of the single 'perfect
state', which, applied to the case of cities, will affect their identity, questioning
the meaning of the spaces in which they are inserted. In the study of Andean
cities, a genealogical reflection shall point to a reinterpretation of
multicultural spaces from the perspective of converging temporalities, each
one of them presenting its own epistemologies and ontologies. In some cases,
it shall be found that there is a direct correlation in the transfer of use and
meaning of specific urban elements, such as roads or irrigation systems, and
in Santiago’s case, for example, the main square.

As the result of two different colonisation processes, the idea of a genealogy of
Santiago presents a tantalising field of research for architectural
historiography and theory. Reflecting this line of thought, an idea regarding
cities put forward by Lynch comes to mind: “we can change our minds so that
we enjoy the dynamics of the world”, but as a matter of will and power, “we can
also change the world to correspond more closely to the structure of our
minds” . In Foucault's view, genealogy seeks, precisely, to represent the
power dynamics at play “to reestablish the various systems of subjection”,
unlike history’s “anticipatory power of meaning”, but rather “the hazardous
play of dominations” . Resonating with both Lynch and Foucault, Tilley
observes that since space is a multilayered social construct, culturally
informed experience conditions the manner in which space is understood,
“always shot through with temporalities, as spaces are always created,
reproduced and transformed in relation to previously constructed spaces
provided and established from the past. Spaces are intimately related to the
formation of biographies and social relationships” . In this sense, historian
Lewis Mumford observed that “no two cultures live conceptually in the same
kind of time and space” , alluding to the epistemological-ontological disputes
that accompany intercultural exchanges.
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The effects of a new past for Santiago, in terms of how the ontological
dimensions of its genesis, from Inka administrative centre to Spanish colonial
city, affects the epistemological framework according to which its history
should be re-appraised. Prior to their colonial overlap, Inkas and Spaniards
had their own identities and dynamics. After their encounter, "the cultural
entanglements of colonial encounters produce new kinds of societies that are
the product of both colonizer and colonized but controlled entirely by neither"

. Thus, the identity of the Andean city emerges as a dynamic process, the
result of references provided by the relationship with the merging of spaces
and converging temporalities. Present experience of the place is, therefore, a
dialectical condition that builds upon both Indigenous and European
rationalities. Although their presence has been acknowledged, Indigenous
cultures have been made redundant, a thing of the past, a shortcoming of
traditional Andean historiography that according to Kingman Garcés, has
denied them of a relevant role in the present and the future of the urban
experience . However, as observed by Wernke, while seeking to erase
indigenous practices, the Spanish colonial project had to resonate with them,
and, “in so doing, they (wittingly or unwittingly) partially reproduce the
practices they intend to replace” . As emphasised by Foucault, the idea of
‘origin’ is an elusive one. More an ideal than a fact, a single point of origin is
not able to grasp the complexities of colonial power dynamics. For Lynch, the
historic condition of a city depends on the way in which we live it, how we
piece and combine its pasts. From this perspective, the constitution of the
contemporary Andean city would emerge from many origins and trajectories;
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a palimpsest of spaces, times, knowledge, reasons and aspirations. When
combined, they offer a kaleidoscopic view of the present.

CONCLUSION
The present article sought to reflect on the ontological and epistemological
implications of the rediscovery of an indigenous past for a Spanish colonial
city. By commenting on the case of the new past of the city of Santiago, Chile,
the links between an Inka administrative centre, and the urban fabric of the
Spanish foundation of the city, reveal a break in the way in which the city had
been studied, theorised and, ultimately, experienced. The idea of the city itself
emerges as a symbol of the radical break in the trajectory of the territory and
its indigenous cultures, marking a historical boundary that imposes a single
narrative on the way in which both, urban space and historical time, dialogue
in the construction of contemporary identities. The introduction of a
genealogical approach sought to provide a critical tool that aims to repair the
shortcomings of traditional urban historiography. Oversought in scholarly
research in the past decades, the study of the colonial past of cities in the
Andean territory allows to address current cultural conflicts by repairing the
fractured temporality offered by the colonial historic narrative. The
implications of this debate, for the present identity of Andean colonial cities,
challenges traditional approaches to urban historiographic epistemology,
critically reviewing and complementing it by an expanded ontological
framework that brings indigenous identities to the foreground of the urban
experience. 
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RECONSTRUCTING
The recomposition of the image and the precise arrangement
of forms in a space are antinomian attitudes that underlie an
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the restitution of the character of a place through the citation
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Side façade of the Cathedral Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Siracusa (© Silvia Sgariglia)
Side façade of St. Dimitrios Loumbardiaris Church, restoration project by Dimitris Pikionis, Athens, (© Annalucia D’Erchia)
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SURVEYING
Instruments of observation and scientific research become
means of knowledge, of understanding, of surveying and of
measuring historical and territorial heritage. It is precisely the
perspective from above, from a mirador or a braked balloon,
that allows this privileged view: an elevated vantage point,
completely unprecedented, and conquered through design
innovations in the field of technology.
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NOTES

[1] The original document, written in pencil and left in a draft format, has no reference title. The authors therefore chose to excerpt a fragment of text related to the “function of history”
and use it as the headline of this commentary. We thank Nina Artioli and the Aulenti Archives in Milan for their helpfulness in accessing and providing this unpublished material.

[2] Among all, the Gare d’Orsay in Paris, MNAC Barcelona and Asian Art Museum in San Francisco, Palazzo Grassi in Venice, and the National Museum of Modern Art at the
Centre Georges Pompidou, always in Paris. Some of her best-known interior design objects include the Pipistrello lamp, Sgarsul chair for Poltronova, “Tavolo con route” for FontanaArte,
armchair 4794 for Kartell. [3] Some of these papers have been collected in the small volume: Gae Aulenti, Vedere poco, immaginare molto. Roma-Ivrea, Edizioni di Comunità,
May 2021. [4] These words are quoted in the agenda page dated December 31, 1972. [5] Aulenti will never neglect to remember Rogers as a 'total' master . See G.
Aulenti, “Fare Architettura”, lecture’s typescript (Tokio, 1991) . Now in Gae Aulenti: Vedere molto, immaginare molto , Roma/Ivrea , Edizioni di Comunità, 202 1 . [6] E. N. Rogers,
Le preesisteenze ambientali e i temi pratici contemporanei , in «Casabella-continuità», n. 204, febbraio-marzo 1955 . [7] See , for example, Aulenti’s early projects . G. Aulenti,
Abitazione e scuderia a Milano S. Siro , in Casabella Continuità , n. 219, May 1958. [8] See the letter formalizing the appointment dated 9 July 1965 sent to Aulenti and Rogers
by the Rector of the Politecnico. In Gae Aulenti Private Archive, ‘Personal documentation 1945-2012’, 7.5 ua02 - S7. [9] Ivi. [10] Stradaroli, L. (curated by) Intervista
con Gae Aulenti, Domus Aurea , year II, n. 1, January 2011, p. 41. [11] The authors aimed to keep the paper as faithful as possible to the one discovered in the agenda. Small
discrepancies with the original concern the punctuation of the text or other minor editing changes. [12] Gae Aulenti defines history as the linear sequence of accomplished
and unrealized projects (“espressi e ancora da esprimere”); also emphasizing the repetition of certain design processes, phases and perceptions that periodically put history itself back
into question and doubt. [13] As in a timeline, the architect uses the concepts of play and anguish to express, respectively, the fantasies and unrealizability of certain
projects and utopia to shape possible futures. « (…) there is no such thing as an electrocution (…) Every work has its own life and destiny, which is built up over time. When you think that an
architectural process lasts almost a decade, then you can understand the factors involved» says Aulenti in an interview. See Milanesi, A. (curated by), Con lo sguardo rivolto al futuro, in
MAG, Year I, No. 4, December 2004, p. 6. [14] For Aulenti, the individual-designer is the inventor who can choose what theoretical horizon to operate within and makes use of
methods, theories, tools and, in general, the discipline. This latter controls sets of propositions and implements rules by means of teaching, not without errors at times. That suspicion,
that gap of which the architect speaks can be stemmed by a careful study of history. [15] The quote “Better that there is no design school in Italy” is not meant in an absolute
meaning but should be interpreted according to Aulenti's thinking. Against specializations of any kind the architect, indeed, has always believed in the interweaving of different
disciplines and she doesn't create distinctions between architecture and interior design. For Gae Aulenti, architecture and design are sources of similar processes and they have similar
functions.
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ESSAY         ANDEAN COLONIAL CITIES, GENEALOGY, IDENTITY, LATIN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE, URBANISM 

THE PRESENT OF A NEW PAST
UPDATING THE GENEALOGY
OF ANDEAN COLONIAL CITIES

ABSTRACT
Latin American urban historiography has traditionally defined a Spanish
origin for the city of Santiago, Chile. However, recent territorial analysis, new
archaeological evidence, and a critical reading of Spanish colonial chronicles
have questioned this narrative, presenting an alternative version in which
Spanish conquistadors occupied and repurposed a preexisting Inka
administrative centre1. Inka urban centres were connected by the Qhapaq ñan
 -road network- and distributed according to spatial units based on temporal
modules. This, along with territorial demarcations projected from urban
centres, defining orographic relations with the surrounding sacralised
topography that served calendrical and ceremonial functions2, shows how the
Tawantinsuyu -the empire of the Inka- rooted their settlements within its
natural environment. In diametral opposition, the geometric abstraction of
the Spanish colonial grid placed cities ubiquitously across the territory.
Questioning the origin of a city will inevitably affect the dialectical relation
between identity and the built environment, raising the study of Spanish
colonial cities in former Inka territories to a debate of epistemological and
ontological dimensions. This article reflects on the ontological and
epistemological implications of this debate for the present identity of Andean
colonial cities, challenging traditional approaches to Andean urban
historiography built upon colonial epistemologies, critically reviewing their
political, spatial, religious, and cultural dimensions according to an expanded
ontological framework. The expected contribution of this exercise is to offer a
new genealogical perspective to study the link between the past and present of
Andean colonial cities.

INTRODUCTION
Since its conquest and subsequent colonisation, between the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries the American continent underwent an explosive
process of urbanisation. Never before in Western history had that many cities
been founded, so rapidly, and in such a vast territory . This process, however,
did not only respond to political or military reasons, nor solely to economic
motivations, but was in itself an act of profound symbolic implications. In this
sense, emphasised architect and urban historian Jaime Salcedo, the American
continent represented for its conquerors an opportunity to "extend their
culture, their faith, their ordering of the world and society", according to
which territorial expansion became a way of life, and the new cities a field for
the reproduction of a society that reflected the values of a profoundly catholic
Spain . Thus, the founding of cities in America gradually became both an
instrument and a symbol of an ideal order, imposed over the territory and
native populations, oscillating between military and religious imperatives and
means. Consequently, the city assumed a condition of ‘historical boundary’,
marking their inception a before and after in the trajectory of the territories.
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cultural construct, would not be the most recent state of a linear singular
process, but the sum of a number of parallel temporalities and, therefore,
narratives. Foucault recognises in Nietzsche that the destruction of a myth of
origin also affects the ideal pursued in the narrative of the single 'perfect
state', which, applied to the case of cities, will affect their identity, questioning
the meaning of the spaces in which they are inserted. In the study of Andean
cities, a genealogical reflection shall point to a reinterpretation of
multicultural spaces from the perspective of converging temporalities, each
one of them presenting its own epistemologies and ontologies. In some cases,
it shall be found that there is a direct correlation in the transfer of use and
meaning of specific urban elements, such as roads or irrigation systems, and
in Santiago’s case, for example, the main square.

As the result of two different colonisation processes, the idea of a genealogy of
Santiago presents a tantalising field of research for architectural
historiography and theory. Reflecting this line of thought, an idea regarding
cities put forward by Lynch comes to mind: “we can change our minds so that
we enjoy the dynamics of the world”, but as a matter of will and power, “we can
also change the world to correspond more closely to the structure of our
minds” . In Foucault's view, genealogy seeks, precisely, to represent the
power dynamics at play “to reestablish the various systems of subjection”,
unlike history’s “anticipatory power of meaning”, but rather “the hazardous
play of dominations” . Resonating with both Lynch and Foucault, Tilley
observes that since space is a multilayered social construct, culturally
informed experience conditions the manner in which space is understood,
“always shot through with temporalities, as spaces are always created,
reproduced and transformed in relation to previously constructed spaces
provided and established from the past. Spaces are intimately related to the
formation of biographies and social relationships” . In this sense, historian
Lewis Mumford observed that “no two cultures live conceptually in the same
kind of time and space” , alluding to the epistemological-ontological disputes
that accompany intercultural exchanges.
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The effects of a new past for Santiago, in terms of how the ontological
dimensions of its genesis, from Inka administrative centre to Spanish colonial
city, affects the epistemological framework according to which its history
should be re-appraised. Prior to their colonial overlap, Inkas and Spaniards
had their own identities and dynamics. After their encounter, "the cultural
entanglements of colonial encounters produce new kinds of societies that are
the product of both colonizer and colonized but controlled entirely by neither"

. Thus, the identity of the Andean city emerges as a dynamic process, the
result of references provided by the relationship with the merging of spaces
and converging temporalities. Present experience of the place is, therefore, a
dialectical condition that builds upon both Indigenous and European
rationalities. Although their presence has been acknowledged, Indigenous
cultures have been made redundant, a thing of the past, a shortcoming of
traditional Andean historiography that according to Kingman Garcés, has
denied them of a relevant role in the present and the future of the urban
experience . However, as observed by Wernke, while seeking to erase
indigenous practices, the Spanish colonial project had to resonate with them,
and, “in so doing, they (wittingly or unwittingly) partially reproduce the
practices they intend to replace” . As emphasised by Foucault, the idea of
‘origin’ is an elusive one. More an ideal than a fact, a single point of origin is
not able to grasp the complexities of colonial power dynamics. For Lynch, the
historic condition of a city depends on the way in which we live it, how we
piece and combine its pasts. From this perspective, the constitution of the
contemporary Andean city would emerge from many origins and trajectories;
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a palimpsest of spaces, times, knowledge, reasons and aspirations. When
combined, they offer a kaleidoscopic view of the present.

CONCLUSION
The present article sought to reflect on the ontological and epistemological
implications of the rediscovery of an indigenous past for a Spanish colonial
city. By commenting on the case of the new past of the city of Santiago, Chile,
the links between an Inka administrative centre, and the urban fabric of the
Spanish foundation of the city, reveal a break in the way in which the city had
been studied, theorised and, ultimately, experienced. The idea of the city itself
emerges as a symbol of the radical break in the trajectory of the territory and
its indigenous cultures, marking a historical boundary that imposes a single
narrative on the way in which both, urban space and historical time, dialogue
in the construction of contemporary identities. The introduction of a
genealogical approach sought to provide a critical tool that aims to repair the
shortcomings of traditional urban historiography. Oversought in scholarly
research in the past decades, the study of the colonial past of cities in the
Andean territory allows to address current cultural conflicts by repairing the
fractured temporality offered by the colonial historic narrative. The
implications of this debate, for the present identity of Andean colonial cities,
challenges traditional approaches to urban historiographic epistemology,
critically reviewing and complementing it by an expanded ontological
framework that brings indigenous identities to the foreground of the urban
experience. 
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THE AMBIGUOUS PERIOD IN
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
OF A LIVING HERITAGE: CITY OF

ABSTRACT
What heritage cities offer us or what we experience in them depend on how we
interpret the past. Heritage properties that are produced till the beginnings of
20th century are often prioritised as heritage and the entities of the following
years may be ignored. Especially in the field of architecture, uses of traditional
materials and techniques are easily acknowledged as heritage. Nevertheless,
modern materials and techniques have been used since the end of 19th
century and they have already become parts of our heritage. 

Muğla, a small-scale heritage city of Turkey, is well-known about her
vernacular settlements that are original in means of tangible and intangible
entities. It is a well-conserved, silent living heritage city sustaining its original
vernacular architecture together with the local inhabitants. Vernacular
houses, public and commercial buildings of the 19th century and Early
Republican Period are distinguishing, indisputable components of the
heritage city of Muğla. However, we claim that there are more.  In this study
we analyse the buildings built between 1920s-1970s. This period is important
for the transformation of the traditional settlement to a modern city and for
the use of new manufactured building materials, but it is full of questions
because there isn’t enough registered information about the buildings built in
these years. So our research starts with oral history studies. We have
interviews with the architects, engineers, and craftsmen of the years in
question in order to understand the architectural practice of those years and
make a list of buildings built in those years. Then we analyse them on site and
propose a set of heritage values. Our study intends to enrich the heritage
values of the city of Muğla by making room for the early modern years in our
interpretation of heritage.   
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